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Abstract
This study presents data from a set of 10 adult English university learners of Mandarin measured before and after ten months studying abroad (SA), using three written and four speaking tasks to track and compare linguistic changes in grammatical development and oral fluency (Freed et al. 2004, Pallotti 2009). Written tasks were measured for grammatical accuracy, total length, and morpheme development (targeting de-possessive, de-relative, shi-copula, and le-perfective). Oral proficiency was measured to test improvement in fluency and accuracy. Information was also gathered on language contact by measuring hours and type of language use during SA. Writing scores showed little change, other than greater use of de-relative by the end of the SA period. Oral proficiency scores showed more consistent significant improvement (p < .05), supporting existing findings on the value of SA. However, more fine-grained analysis showed that all measures varied greatly by task, and were very variable across the group, indicating SA may not be the key to general linguistic success as sometimes claimed.

Our study highlights the value of longitudinal SLA-motivated studies of language learners moving between instructed and immersed contexts, but also notes the lack of standardised linguistically-informed measures to elicit reliable evidence of development in instructed L2 Mandarin (Du 2013). We will address how further teaching-based research is needed to clarify some of the methodological and pedagogical issues involved in analysing systematic development in instructed L2 Mandarin.
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